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Poste d - 18/09/2009 : 23:18:34

anyone got a picture of Dusty at brighton on the beach??? cant find one in the
photos bit-- thanks
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jonny
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Poste d - 22/09/2009 : 05:12:42

if you mean these. i think theyre closer to Hove really,
i'm sure i've sat thereabouts many times unwittingly
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paula
Moderator

Poste d - 23/09/2009 : 01:53:41

nice variety on this pic...thanks jonny
paula x

USA
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Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Poste d - 23/09/2009 : 11:14:34

Lovely to see all these together, thank you Jonny.
Casx
'Something in your eyes'
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Poste d - 24/09/2009 : 16:25:22

I love Dusty's mod period - look at those shoes!
'I still like Daffy Duck. Can't think of anyone I like better. Actually that's who I'm
having an affair with. Difficult but rewarding!'
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Administrator

Poste d - 24/09/2009 : 18:19:56

Was the Prince Regent's pavillion open for visitors bac k in the 60s? Do you
supppose Dusty visited it? Would she have liked it? What do you think?
http://www.royalpavilion.org.uk/
xN
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There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.
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Poste d - 11/10/2009 : 19:46:30

bingo!!!!thanks for that -- i am determined to find out where it is!!! altho the white
cliffs in the far background maybe the answer - there are some c lose to brighton
many thanks-the reason is,, i have walked thru the botannical gardens in sydney australia where
dustys "goin' back" video was filmed---- specifically macqurie (sp)? point just where
Dusty is shown walking under the trees- if you look close you will spot the sydney
opera house!!!
95 Posts

streepalicious
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Poste d - 12/10/2009 : 01:57:13

May I say, as someone who never made a point to go to the beach while I was in
the UK, you people c all that a beach!?
Alicex
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Poste d - 12/10/2009 : 10:37:24

Hey Alice, we can beat that one near where I live, WSM, Weston Super Mare, the
tide comes in and goes out miles twice a day, indeed the water c ompletely
disappears from view, and leaves a mile of thick black mud where the water was.
LOL you cheeky little blighter.
Wend
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daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 12/10/2009 : 11:50:06

I don't class beaches with pebbles really beaches either Alice, they're a killer to lie
on as well! As Dusty's parents lived in Hove, I'd guess the photo's were taken more
to that end of the town, Wilbury Rd was their address I believe
Carole x
"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."
United Kingdom
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Poste d - 26/12/2009 : 22:16:42

i think these pictures were taken along what is now known as marine drive or south
coast road-- the opposite end of Brighton from Hove-- there are no white c liffs in
Hove-- unless the c ouncil has moved them?--
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Poste d - 26/12/2009 : 23:11:26

I LOVE ALL THE PICTURES NEW TO ME
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THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES!
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!
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